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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Is Harvey really dead? 

	 Since Harvey was declared dead, cats are starting to wonder things 
like, “Harvey’s heart just stopped beating. But what if it started again?” And 
also, “I’d like to go over to the hospital myself to take a look.” If fact, over 4 
dozen cats showed up at the front doors of the hospital claiming to be highly 
advanced medical professionals. But the hospital staff knew this wasn’t true 
when one of Lunch’s kittens was spotted in the crowd of cats. Ice however, 
was ushered in immediately through a back door. He had called the hospital 
saying that he had something he needed to discuss. 


	 “When I went to the jail,” Ice was addressing 3 of the hospital staff, 
North, Makenna, and Naya, who was trying to keep North company. “The 
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thief cat had this with them and I took it,” Ice 
continued, holding up the small vial so that the 
hospital staff could see the label. “I would like to 
know what American red flower nectar does.” 


	 The senior doctor of the hospital staff 
stood up and stretched. “Come with me, Ice. 
This matter should be discussed privately.” Ice 
followed the doctor into a side room, where they 
spoke to him in a hushed tone. “If Harvey was 
exposed to the red flower nectar, and this is 
what caused his drop of health, Harvey is not 
dead. But the state he is in could be called 
worse. Right now, Harvey is trapped within his 
own mind, doing something almost like playing a 
video game. In Harvey’s mind right now, there 
are 2 sides right now. The good side, and the 
infected side. The infected side is sending 
monsters to the good side, where Harvey, in his 
own mind, is fighting them. The only way to get 
out of his prison is to defeat the infected side 
entirely. He would wake up then. However, the 
state Harvey is in right now, seemingly dead, 
would be how he stayed for eternity if he were 
defeated by the monsters in his mind. But, even though your medical friend 
couldn’t detect any sign of life, Harvey does have a very faint pulse. There is 
only one spot to hear any sign of a pulse on an infected cat’s body. Each spot 
is specific to the cat.” The doctor paused speaking and turned to Ice. “We 

can’t revive Harvey, that is the hard part, but we 
can monitor what is going on in his mind. It 
would almost be like a movie, but with much 
higher stakes. We could tell North that you 
made a movie about Harvey to make him feel 
better. If Harvey loses though, we’ll have to tell 
North the truth.” Ice nodded, and then went to 
tell North, Makenna, and Naya about the movie 
while a team of doctors and nurses brought in 
the mind monitor and a large projector. North, 
Naya, and Makenna were too grief ridden to 

even notice when a couple of doctors attatched some pads to Harvey’s head, 
and then started the machine.


	 Subscribe again for what happens in Harvey’s brain!
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“North will be so 
overjoyed if 
Harvey wins the 
battle against his 
infected mind!” 

 - ICE, WHO DOESN’T WANT TO 
THINK ABOUT HARVEY LOSING
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